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Economic Overview

Despite the expected global slowdown, the 
ongoing Brexit agenda and the uncertainty 
created dominating the headlines, the UK 
economy has returned moderate growth 
after some mid-point volatility last year. 
Looking forward, whilst the IMF’s 2019 
forecast of 1.5% GDP growth is steady at 
best and nothing to be excited about we  
are expected to perform better than much  
of the EU this year and stepping up to  
1.6% in 2020.

In terms of other indicators, inflation 
(CPI) has continued to ease down and 
reduced to 2.1% in December, the lowest 
it has been in the past 2 years and much 
closer to the Bank of England Monetary 
Policy Committee target rate of 2%. The 
immediate likelihood of a further increase  
in interest rates is therefore reduced for 
now, and certainly until there is a Brexit 
outcome. The squeeze in incomes 
continues to soften with wages increasing, 
tight conditions in the labour market, high 
levels of employment and fuel prices falling, 
all of which has had a positive effect.  
In general terms the UK economy is  
in reasonable shape. 

The markets however remain cautious for 
two reasons, firstly there is the possibility 
of a change in government (although this 
appears less likely as Labour appear to 
be unable to provide a viable alternative) 
and secondly there is concern over the 
possible outcome for Brexit as it is clear 
that with 29th March approaching there  
is not an obvious way forward.

The real estate markets have been 
active in Q4, but, the Brexit brake is 
on, the markets are thinner in terms of 
participants, and whilst transactions are 
occurring at a level, there is a degree of 
caution being exercised and pricing as 
always is key. The residential markets 
remain stable overall but there are varying 
conditions in the sub markets and a tough 
environment in Prime Central London, 
but it remains the case that going forward 
supply is not matching demand.

There are of course opportunities being 
created and it is encouraging how well 
in many areas, driven by the underlying 
economy, that the occupational markets 
are faring.The retail sector continues to 
change but it is not all bad news and 
we expect more focus and perhaps 
some more clarity in how this sector will 
develop.

There are of course opportunities 
being created and it is 
encouraging how well in many 
areas, driven by the underlying 
economy, that the occupational 
markets are faring.
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West End Letting Market 

The final quarter of 2018 was a strong end to 
the year from a leasing statistics standpoint, 
with take up at the end of the year totalling 
4.8M sq ft. Once again these take up figures 
were in majority as a result of a number of 
larger lettings completing on large new build 
and comprehensively refurbished schemes, 
as evidenced by lettings at The Brunel 
Building, W2 (60,000 sq ft to Coach, Alpha 
FX and The Premier League) 5 Merchant 
Square (160,000 sq ft to WeWork), 25 Wilton 
Road (80,000 sq ft to IWG Spaces) and 21 
St James’s Square (50,000 sq ft to Cinven) 
amongst others.

In contrast to this, the smaller end of the 
market (sub 10,000 sq ft) continues to prove 
challenging, particularly for second-hand 
accommodation, with traditional leasing 
models continuously competing with the 
increasing supply and quality of serviced 
office and co-working accommodation.  
As a consequence of this, rents are 
continuing to come under pressure in  
this portion of the market, uniquely  
offering a clear disconnect between prime 
and secondary space, which traditionally 
would be expected to track each other  
more closely.

In order to address these challenges, 
proactive landlords are increasingly moving to 
provide prospective tenants with solutions in 
an attempt to reduce voids by combining the 

benefits of traditional leasing and serviced 
offices. This includes flexible lease 
terms, fixed costs and short form leases 
combined with undertaking Category B fit 
out works. The success of these initiatives 
is being seen at properties such as GPE’s 
54 Jermyn Street and LGIM’s Capsule 
initiatives at 1 Southampton Street and 55 
Strand, where lettings have been agreed 
with dramatically reduced void periods 
and rents in some cases as much as 15% 
above traditional ERV’s.

Supply at the end of 2018 stood at 4.6M 
sq ft, a vacancy rate of 3.9%, continuing 
to be below the 10 year average of 4.4%. 
There continues to be real concern around 
the constrained supply pipeline of new 
or Grade A development, through fewer 
construction starts and continued strong 
pre-letting activity.

Prime Rents have remained stable  
at £120.00 per sq ft and rent  
frees remain at 22-24 months on  
a 10 year term.

The Tech & Media sectors continue to  
be the main driver of demand at 40%  
of total West End take-up, followed by  
the serviced office sector with 19% of 
lettings in the market.

Proactive landlords are 
increasingly moving to 
provide prospective 
tenants with solutions in 
an attempt to reduce 
voids by combining 
the benefits of traditional 
leasing and serviced offices
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West End Investment Market

The West End Team recorded a total of £1.7Bn 
either exchanged or exchanged and completed in 
36 transactions during Q4 2018, which illustrated 
a 10% increase on Q4 2017 (£1.6Bn). 

This brings the 2018 West End volume to a total of 
£7.56Bn across 129 transactions, with an average 
lot size of £59M, which is remarkably close to 
2017’s total of £7.61Bn across 118 transactions 
and in excess of the 10 year average (£6.78Bn). 

The quarter’s total was buoyed by the sale of  
four large assets, all in excess of £100 million: 
125 Shaftesbury Avenue (to KB Securities); 
Sanctuary Buildings, SW1 (to a JV – Hana 
Financial Group & Mirae); Standbrook House, 
W1 (to a Private Hong Kong investor); and 
200 Piccadilly (to Motcomb Estates), with a 
combined lot size of £0.84Bn. Three of the 
buildings were sold to Far Eastern investors, two 
of which (Shaftesbury and Sanctuary) were to 
South Korean capital. Both investments bought 
with South Korean monies offered secure office 
income in excess of 15 years and illustrates 
investor appetite, particularly from this geographic 
region, for secure, long-term income streams 
requiring minimal asset management and low 
capital expenditure going forward. 

The Q4 2018 total has been lower than 
anticipated being impacted by a number  
of high profile sales failing to transact due  
to Brexit uncertainty (- 23 Savile Row, W1)  
and agreeable pricing eluding parties  
(- Seven Dials Warehouse, WC2). 

2018’s West End Investment market has 
experienced a shortage of stock in the £40M  
to £80M bracket, with just 17 of the 129 deals 
totalling taking place in 2018 in this price range 
(22 out of 118 in 2017). This year has been 
characterised by the trade of larger lot sizes 
with the top 25 transactions (all over £80M) 
comprising two thirds of the 2018 total volume. 

Overseas capital has, throughout 2018, continued 
to show confidence in West End investment 
opportunities, with these investors dominating 
the year’s purchases. Approximately 65% of 
2018’s West End market activity was transacted 
by international investors. The geographic origin 
of this weight of capital is diverse, however it 
remains dominated by Asian and Middle Eastern 
investors (52%), who are targeting larger lot 
sizes. Notably, 75% of the top 25 deals recorded 
were bought by overseas monies. Non-UK 
investor demand has remained robust in 2018 
in a market environment of low interest rates, 
weakened sterling and a healthy debt market. 
These economic factors, combined with a 
resilient occupational market, have resulted in 
stability in London’s West End investment market 
in particular for prime, quality products offering 
secure income, minimal capital expenditure and a 
relatively hands-off asset management strategy.

Over the past year the number of leasehold 
interests transacted has been 12% of deals 
(significantly below the average of 17%) and 60% 
of these deals were to “special interest” parties. 
We believe this trend reflects the of dominance 

overseas capital chasing “freehold only”  
assets, and we expect to see price softening  
of leasehold interests as a result in the  
coming year. 

Continuing to look ahead to 2019 we anticipate 
that market sentiment for prime core freehold 
“best in class” assets will remain strong with 
prime yields and pricing remaining broadly 
stable and the enthusiasm for trophy products 
continuing to come from overseas investors. 
However, the disorderly Brexit that we are 
experiencing does mean we are currently 
witnessing buyers (both domestic and foreign) 
procrastinating. Although generally the outlook 
remains positive and we expect this positivity 
to increase as the year progresses as we gain 
greater political clarity.

2018 West End 
volume totalled 
£7.56Bn across 
129 transactions, 
with an average 
lot size of £59M
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City and City Fringe Letting Market

Take up for Q4 2018 is up 50% on the previous 
quarter, standing at 1.8M sq ft with the largest 
transaction being the letting of Premier Place, 
21 Devonshire Square, EC2 to Jane Street 
Capital (148,300 sq ft). This final quarter 
therefore puts take up for 2018 as a whole at 
c.6.5M sq ft, which is the highest annual total 
for three years.

The Tech and Media sector was the dominant 
sector by take up in Q4 2018 due to two 
major deals; the McCann Erikson letting at 
135 Bishopsgate, EC2 (146,400 sq ft) and 
the Deloitte Digital deal at Athene Place, 66 
Shoe Lane, EC4 (87,543 sq ft). The Jane 
Street Capital letting at Premier Place and 
the Alvarez & Marsal deal at Park House, 16 
Finsbury Circus, EC2 (71,881 sq ft) ensured 
the Insurance & Financial sector also continued 
to account for a major share of take up. 
Meanwhile in stark contrast to Central London 
as a whole the City & City Fringe saw take up 
by the serviced office sector fall however there 
remains a significant amount of space under 
offer to this sector due to complete in Q1 2019.

We are also seeing more activity in the sub 
5,000 sq ft market for top quality space. 
For instance, 17 St Swithin’s Lane, a new 

development by London Oriental, delivering 
best in class floors of c. 2,500 sq ft was 
launched in October with all but one floor 
letting or going under offer by the end  
of the quarter. 

Shoreditch and the City Fringe continue 
to remain tight with vacancy rates of c. 
3.5% in comparison to the City Core where 
vacancy rates sit at 6.7%. We have seen 
record breaking rents of £83.50 achieved 
to Travelex on the 17th floor at Helical Bar’s 
Tower element of The Bower which is now 
over 70% let. There are now only two floors 
remaining at Herbal House, 10 Back Hill, 
EC1 following the 1st and 2nd floor letting 
to Adidas (30,500 sq ft) who are rumoured 
to be paying c. £67.50 per sq ft.

Prime rents and rent free periods remain 
unchanged at £69.50 - £70.00 per sq ft 
and 24 months on a 10 year term and this 
is expected to continue due to the low 
levels of speculative development stock 
coming through in the next 12-18 months 
coupled with continued active demand 
from the Banking & Finance, Serviced 
Office and Public Services sectors.

Shoreditch and the City Fringe 
continue to remain tight with 
vacancy rates of c. 3.5% in 
comparison to the City Core 
where vacancy rates sit at 6.7%
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City and City Fringe Investment

Despite ongoing political uncertainty 
throughout 2018, Q4 trading has demonstrated 
consistently strong interest across all investor 
categories in the City and City fringe markets,  
in line with 2018 as a whole.

Our City Investment Team has recorded a total 
of £3.349Bn exchanged or completed in 42 
transactions during Q4 2018; slightly down on 
Q4 2017, which was a transactional record 
quarter within a record year. Despite the City 
and City fringe markets experiencing a limited 
availability of product, 2018 has recorded the 
highest City transactional volumes on record 
to date with a total of £12.809Bn transacted 
compared with £11.25Bn in 2017.

The average deal size for Q4 2018 was 
£79.7M, illustrating the limited availability for 
opportunities rather than a reduced appetite 
for larger £100M+ lots. The largest transaction 
of the quarter was 30 Gresham Street, EC2 
which was purchased by the joint venture 
of Wing Tai and Manhattan Garments for 
£411.50M / £1,019 psf / 4.37% NIY. The 
second largest transaction of the quarter was 
125 Old Broad Street, EC2 acquired by City 
Developments Limited (CDL) for £385.00M / 
£1,170 / 4.59% NIY. With both Wing Tai and 
CDL originating from Singapore, we are able 
to see the continual demonstration of Asian 
investment into Central London, seeking ‘best 
in class’ income investments. Q4 also saw the 

completion of One Poultry EC3 to private clients 
of Hana for £182.00M / £1,197psf/ 4.72%, 
which is 100% let to WeWork for 15 years.

Whilst Asian investors, with a particular focus 
from South Korea, have dominated the largest 
transactions, domestic purchasers continue to 
be active investors in the number of transactions 
for Q4 2018 and we have witnessed the return 
of the UK REITs. A key trend of deals acquired 
in Q4 2018 have focussed on proposed 
and prospective value add/development 
opportunities, highlighting a sustained longer 
term positive sentiment towards the City and 
City Fringe markets. These include acquisitions 
such as 1-5 London Wall Buildings EC2 by 
Endurance Land & Angelo Gordon, 25 Lavington 
Street SE1 by Land Securities, 330 Gray’s 
Inn Road WC1 by Groveworld and Millennium 
Bridge House EC4 by Angelo Gordon & Beltane 
Asset Management.

25 Lavington Street SE1, is the first significant 
purchase by Land Securities in the City or 
City fringe market for 6 years. This shift in 
focus towards value add and development 
opportunities is buoyed in part by the 
constrained development pipeline teamed 
with the strength of the occupational markets 
shown by the number of pre-lettings undertaken 
prior to the practical completion of ongoing 
developments.

Continuing from last quarter, UK funds and 
institutions are continuing to focus on liquid 
‘best in class’ assets in the traditional City fringe 
markets such as South Bank, Shoreditch and 
Clerkenwell, continuing to push these markets to 
record high capital values and record low yields. 
Also, evidence shown throughout the quarter 
suggests that London has, and will continue to 
attract a diverse range of global investors drawn 
to London’s ‘safe haven’ status and good value 
on the global stage. Investors are continuing to 
monitor the ongoing discussions on the UK’s 
exit from the EU with investors showing some 
caution. In Q4 2018, J Safra Investments of 
Brazil exchanged on the purchase of 95 Queen 
Victoria Street EC4 for £72.4M/ £701psf/ 6.13% 
and Allsop acted on behalf of Nordic based 
investor for the purchase of 8 Fenchurch Place 
EC3 for £74.0M/ £750psf /5.84%NIY, highlighting 
London’s appeal to all corners of the world still.

Given the levels of available cash to investors 
and the continued availability of cheap debt, we 
anticipate prime yields to remain at their historic 
low of 4.00% - 4.25% however for some types  
of assets, particularly multi-let long leaseholds  
with shorter WAULTs yields have moved out  
and there are deals well into the 5.00%’s, 
emphasising the disparity between prime  
and secondary stock which has widened  
even further since the start of the year.

we anticipate 
prime yields to 
remain at their 
historic low of 
4.00% - 4.25%
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National Investment Market 

With all the political uncertainty caused by Brexit, 
Q4 2018 was always going to be a testing 
quarter for the UK Property Market as well as  
the economy in general.

The FTSE All –share retreated 10.2% over the 
period falling sharply in line with global equities.  
It was one of the worst quarters for global 
equities in many years as fears over the 
outlook of the world economy came to a head. 
Several senior and junior ministers resigned in 
protest at the Withdrawal Agreement which 
raised questions over the stability of the UK 
Government, and the real estate market  
suffered accordingly.

2018 volumes for the entire UK Market  
were as follows:-

Full Year £56.75 billion down 9.8%  
on the same period. London 
accounted for £20.4 billion.

H2 2018  £30.29 billion down 15.3%  
on same period 2017

Q4 2018 £14.88 billion down 7.9%  
on same period 2017

As we near the end of January 2019, we 
believe that deal volumes will continue 
to drop this year as a “No Deal” Brexit 
result gets ever closer. We have already 
experienced some of the larger funds 
considering portfolio sales in response  
to possible cash redemptions later this 
year which will lead to opportunities for 
cash rich purchasers.

We have already experienced 
some of the larger funds 
considering portfolio sales 
in response to possible cash 
redemptions later this year

Industrial
Strong market dynamics sustained investor 
appetite resulting in a relatively successful Q4 
for the industrial sector with over £1.23bn 
transacted over 100 deals. Although this 
reflects a significant reduction in comparison 
to Q4 2017, it is unquestionably a result 
of limited supply rather than any decline in 
investor demand. 

Prime logistics yields remained in the region 
of 4.0 - 4.5%. Yields remain dependant 
on rental profile and covenant strength; 
however, given the limited supply of available 
prime warehouse accommodation investors 
have taken a more positive view on shorter 
unexpired terms. Prime multi-let yields 
remain at c. 4.0% and continue to feature 
prominently on many UK fund wish lists as 
a result of rental growth forecasts and the 
emergence of last mile delivery. 

Notable industrial transactions during Q4 
include; a £257.5m unnamed portfolio of 
12 logistics units reflecting a NIY of 5.39%, 
Kings Norton Industrial Estate which sold  
for £134m reflecting 4.03% and the Bosch 
unit on Midlands Logistic Park which  
sold for £89.3m reflecting 5.2%. Allsop 
advised on the acquisition of the Ned 
Portfolio (£41.42m) and the Cedar  
Portfolio (£40m) amongst other notable 
industrial transactions. 

Despite the continued economic uncertainty 
impacting many other property sectors 
during Q4 the industrial sector remained 
buoyant. With new entrants to the market 
from both UK and overseas we anticipate 
the sector will continue to thrive albeit 
restrained by a lack of supply. 
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High Street Retail 
The retail High Street investment market 
remained subdued in Q4 2018 with the 
number of transactions significantly down 
on the same period in 2017. 

The depth of interest for High Street 
investments has thinned across the sector 
however sub 5% yields are still being 
achieved in prime High Streets with good 
investment fundamentals. At the end of 
Q4 Debenhams in Clapham Junction 
transacted and with competitive bidding 
achieved £48m reflecting 3.6% NIY. This 
yield was driven by the potential alternative 
uses that the building offers.

Secondary and tertiary retail investments 
are proving less resilient with yields moving 
further out, increasing the gulf been prime 
and secondary yields. Investor confidence 
in the sector is low, this is continuing to be 
amplified with the news of more retailers 
suffering reduced in store sales over the 
Christmas period. The year ended with 
HMV announcing that they are likely to 

enter administration for the second time, 
compounding the negative sentiment 
surrounding the retail market. Next’s recent 
results sum up the current state of the 
retail market with their overall profits up 
however the split between High Street sales 
(down 9.2%) and online sales (up 15.2%) 
proving the weakness of the High Street. 
This statistic does not bode well for those 
retailers with a poor online offering.

On a more positive tone, local shopping parades 
are proving attractive to investors as they 
are less affected by the rise of e-commerce. 

From an occupational view, the balance of 
power remains with the tenants as landlords 
offer incentives to keep tenants in place.

Allsop recently advised on the sale of HSBC 
Kingston achieving £7.445m reflecting 
4.75% NIY and 72 & 74 Promenade 
Cheltenham sold for £4.68m reflecting 
5.17% NIY. 

Retail Warehousing
The retail warehouse sector continues to be 
subdued with tenant instability, rising labour costs 
and weaker consumer wage growth impacting 
investor confidence. Transactions in this sector 
were down in Q4 2018 with only £120 million 
transactions in the quarter – less than a quarter  
of the volume when compared with Q3. 

Prime yields are 5.50% – 6.00% dependent on 
a variety of parameters with secondary parks 
trading for 7.50% + NIY. Successful parks are 
those that can benefit from a relationship with 
online retailing. “Click and collect” is continuing to 
grow and those retail parks that incorporate this 
can be successful. 

Notable transactions across Q4 include London 
Metric’s sale of Martlesham Heath, Ipswich to 
Ipswich Council for £22 million reflecting 5.20% 
NIY, Evesham Shopping Park was purchased by 
Custodian REIT for £14.2 million reflecting a NIY 
of 6.04% and Darlington North Retail Park for 
£9.915 million reflecting a NIY of 6.20%, where 
Allsop advised on the purchase.

National Offices
Against a backdrop of persistent geopolitical 
uncertainty and slow economic growth rates the 
office sector has remained popular with the return of 
the big ticket transaction in Q4. Provisional figures 
suggest that the total value of office investment 
transactions for the quarter are at £1.591 billion, 
an almost 200% increase from Q3 2018, with circa 
£1 billion transacted in just 6 deals. Continued 
depreciation in the sterling has no doubt played its 
part with foreign investors continuing to invest into 
the UK for strong returns and relative stability.

We expect no slowdown in the sector going 
into 2019 as demand and supply remain in 
equilibrium. With developers continuing to take 
advantage of office to residential conversion 
opportunities, particularly in the South East, and 
the total amount of office space only growing 
modestly, low vacancy rates offer investors peace 
of mind in the market’s flight to safety.

Notable deals in Q4 2018 include the £280m 
Hayhill Portfolio, 98 regional offices let to the 

Department for Work and Pensions, purchased 
by Singaporean investor Elite Partners Capital and 
the £100m Microsoft Campus in Thames Valley 
Park purchased by Valesco Group and South 
Korean based AIP Asset Management.

Portfolios
Market volume totalled over £12.5bn in 2018. Whilst 
volume has decreased slightly on the previous year, 
number of transactions has increased confirming 
strong market activity comparable to what was 
widely considered a stellar 2017.

Market activity is again, in a similar case to last 
year, hampered to a degree by incorrect portfolio 
composition. This is the most apparent within 
the secondary value-add portfolio arena where, 
in the unchartered waters we find ourselves in, 
purchasers are increasingly selective. Failure 
to respond to this can lead to portfolio break-
up or withdrawal from the market, often to the 
detriment of the end achievable price.

Notable transactions in 2018 included the Arches 
Portfolio, comprising around 5,200 properties 
acquired by Telereal Trillium for £1.46bn from 
Network Rail and Project Owl, a high quality 
industrial and logistics portfolio purchased by 
Ascendas REIT for c.£205m (NIY: 5.22%). Allsop 
successfully advised on the acquisition of the 
Cedar Portfolio for Kames Property Income Fund 
for £39.9m (NIY: 5.85%) and disposal of the Acute 
Portfolio, comprising three multi-let offices in North 
London for Workspace at £51.85m (NIY: 4.1%).

Looking forward, investor demand remains 
consistently strong, albeit selective. Industrial 
Portfolios represented the single most sought 
after asset class in 2018 and it is expected this 
trend will continue, albeit on a reduced scale 
given ongoing stock shortages within the market. 
Institutional demand continues to shift towards 
long income and defensive stock which again 
is in short supply whilst large scale overseas 
investment is expected to continue unabated.

Unsatisfied demand from 2018 will be placed 
under increasing pressure to invest. Competitive 
bidding was often the norm last year and 
premiums for well composed portfolios will likely 
continue to be achieved.
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Buyers continue 
to report a strong 
appetite to buy 
again in our regular 
survey with 19% 
new entrants across 
the year, ahead  
of the 15% in 2017

Commercial Auctions Q4 2018

The private investor finished the year with a strong 
flurry of late activity, with average yields holding 
largely steady, albeit with some weakening in the 
secondary and tertiary sectors.

The commercial auction team held two sales in 
the last quarter, as normal and raised over £190M 
compared to the £230M raised in the previous 
year, a small decline in volume in line with the 
wider private treaty market.

The High Street continues to dominate the 
headlines in the press, and coverage of the 
ongoing challenges are well documented. There is 
little sign of a halt to the decline of physical retail 
sales thereby impacting occupier demand and 
rental growth in all but the best locations. 

It is therefore in spite of offering over 70% 
retail stock that our sales rates, now 86% for 
the December sale and volumes remain very 
encouraging, with Private Investor cash providing 
strong liquidity to the market.

Pricing is key, and buyers are ever more sensitive 
and knowledgeable about rental levels which in 
some cases in the retail sector are showing very 
significant falls.

This is reflected in the yields. The average retail 
yield has gone out a little over the last twelve 
months from 7.3% last year to 7.7%.

There is however a wider change in the secondary 
stock which averages 9%. This reflects increasing 
numbers of transactions as reported in the last 
quarter at very high double digit initial yields.

Buyers continue to report a strong appetite to  
buy again in our regular survey with 19% new 
entrants across the year, ahead of the 15% in 
2017. Overseas buyers are more dominant than 
in recent years, perhaps taking advantage of 
the currency rates at present. Demand from our 
surveyed buyers is strongest for the bigger lots, 
over £1M and these purchases are largely funded 
with cash, in 72% of cases.

Looking ahead to 2019, our market has 
a long term and positive view and subject 
to the significant challenges of realistically 
pricing in risk and growth, buyers are keen.

Demand for the better stock and investment 
property less exposed to changing shopping 
habits remains as strong as ever, and this 
alternative sector will continue to have an 
increasingly strong following.
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Business Rates

Over Q4 we have found that despite the political 
uncertainty, we have a number of landlord 
and development clients commencing large 
redevelopment schemes. This focus on landlord/
developer work is as a result of the Monk v 
Newbigin Supreme Court decision that altered 
how refurbished/redeveloped buildings are 
assessed for rates during the period of works. 

Should the redevelopment works be sufficiently 
substantial, a nominal rateable value can be 
applied to a building for the time that the property 
is incapable of being occupied for its primary 
purpose. This decision was made in 2017, and 
has had enormous implications for our clients. 
Below are some notable cases that had wide 
reaching implications in 2018.

UKI (Kingsway) Ltd v Westminster City 
Council [2018] UKSC 67
The key issues that the Supreme Court had to 
consider were:

 A completion notice was given to a receptionist 
at a building whom was employed by the 
building manager, and not the landlord. They 
were not authorised to accept service by the 
landlord (UKI).

UKI received the completion notice when it 
was scanned over by the receptionist – is 
electronic rather than paper form sufficient?

The Supreme Court decided in favour of 
Westminster Council and deemed the  
method of serving the completion notice 
sufficient as the landlord did in fact receive it.

This could set a worrying precedent as it  
seems a Completion Notice can now be 
attached to the building concerned and be 
deemed as served. This poses the risk of  
such a notice (which has a limited window of 
appeal) being missed or lost by the landlord.

Over Q4 we have 
found that despite 
the political 
uncertainty, we 
have a number 
of landlord and 
development clients 
commencing large 
redevelopment 
schemes

The Staircase Tax
Woolway v Mazars was a 2015 Supreme 
Court decision that was labelled ‘the 
staircase tax’ by the press. This decision 
impacted certain businesses that occupied 
more than one hereditament (separate 
rateable area) in a shared building – eg. 
two floors in a multi-let office block. Where 
businesses in adjoining units had previously 
had one bill for their occupation following 
this decision they then had separate bills 
which could lead to a rise in their rates 
liability.

As of 1st November 2018 this was reversed 
by the Rating (Property in Common 
Occupation) and Council Tax (Empty 
Dwellings) Act 2018 whereby two or more 
hereditaments can be treated as one 
for the purpose of commercial business 
rates when they meet certain criteria as to 
contiguity. This will be a crucial decision 
for certain occupiers of multiple floors in 
large office buildings as it will offer the 
opportunity to reclaim any discounts for 
size that they previously benefitted from. 
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Residential Development Market

2018 has been an interesting year with the 
macro Brexit politics creating an element of 
caution in the market combined with several 
micro political changes including a new housing 
minister, a new NPPF and the new London Plan 
consultation. One thing appears clear though 
in terms of developers’ requirements, London 
is not the only game in town and there has 
certainly been a more even spread of growth 
and demand throughout the country which 
is in contrast to the London and South East 
focussed demand and growth of recent years.

This is a positive message and while there 
appears to be a constantly moving political 
landscape, one thing is certain, there is 
demand for housing and therefore continued 
demand for land. 2018 has, in part, seen 
a shift in how this housing is delivered. 
Developers have expanded their playing fields 
and are looking nationally for opportunities as 
well as providing alternative tenures over and 
above the typical private and affordable, with 
those products such as discount market sale, 
discount market rent, build to rent and co-living 
having an increased presence.

Most developers are expecting to increase the 
number of construction starts over the next 
year in comparison to the previous 12 months. 
With the recent housebuilder and housing 
association mergers and acquisitions and an 

increasing presence of funds investing in the 
residential market place combined with the 
Government’s push for housing delivery, this 
intention is unsurprising. 

The South East and the Midlands appear to be 
the key locations of choice for housebuilders 
at present, and whilst there has been a 
traditional focus on the larger housebuilders, 
the Government has made a conscious 
effort to support the smaller developer over 
the last 12 months, evidenced by the £1Bn 
loan scheme agreed with Barclays Bank 
to support SME housebuilders agreed in 
September. Furthermore the L&Q Foundation 
has commenced its BME initiative to focus  
on smaller sites providing sub 50 units.

Whilst there has been caution around the 
new homes market, there are still plenty of 
buyers out there and the recent subdued 
demand for mortgages combined with new 
lenders in the market place has in turn led to 
higher competition resulting in lower rates and 
higher loan to values being available, therefore 
making it an attractive time to buy for those in 
a position to do so. This combined with plenty 
of demand from developers both small and 
large suggests all is not ominous.

A significant driver of new build transactions 
over the past 12 months has been the Help to 
Buy equity loan scheme, which has supported 
more than 144,000 new build purchases since 
its introduction five years ago. The scheme’s 
extension was announced in Q4 of 2018, 
and will now continue until 2023, but will be 
restricted to first time buyers only from 2021. 

More than 8 out of 10 of the 144,000 new 
build properties have been bought by first time 
buyers. This extension has provided much 
needed clarity, and has been welcomed by 
most major housebuilders. 

Whilst the market is not without its challenges 
with Brexit on the horizon and the potential 
impact on labour availability and investor 
appetite, there is continued demand and 
clearly there are developers intent on 
supplying new housing. Housing delivery is a 
key focus of the Government and the autumn 
budget proposal to introduce new permitted 
development rights, allowing commercial 
buildings to be demolished and redeveloped 
as housing, is evidence that it is continuing to 
propose new initiatives to assist developers.

More than 8 out  
of 10 of the 
144,000 new build 
properties have 
been bought by 
first time buyers
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Residential Investment Market 

There has been little in the way of obvious 
change since the Q3 update for the residential 
investment market.

The heightened furore and uncertainty over Brexit 
negotiations has understandably continued to 
cast a shadow over the wider market and for 
some, this meant that the Christmas and New 
Year break started much earlier than usual.

We note that the demand for yield and for 
quantum remains unchanged with the focus 
remaining mainly outside the M25 and further 
into the regions, albeit, there are some notable 
exceptions such as our recent sale of 50 
properties in West London to Barnet Council 
and the sale of Project Merlin comprising 202 
assets located in London and the South East to 
Addington Capital.

This demand remains strong from the regular 
core investors, ranging from private individuals, 
established property companies and/or housing 
associations and local authorities.

It is clear that there is a substantial amount of 
money available to be deployed into this market 
subject to finding the right stock at the right price 
albeit new entrants to the market remain thin 
on the ground at the current time. Yield remains 
the primary driver for most investors however 
there has been a notable shift in interest towards 
value-add/ asset management opportunities.

The fundamentals surrounding the ownership 
of residential investment stock have arguably 
stepped up a level as a defensive play in an 
increasingly uncertain sales market.

Widely publicized research indicates rental 
growth of 2-3% in some parts of the UK 
and up to 15% over the next 5 years so for 
those that have cash funds available and the 
management capabilities to hold stock in the 
medium term, now is as good a time to buy 
as anytime over the last 5 years, if not better.

Widely publicized 
research 
indicates rental 
growth of 2-3%  
in some parts of 
the UK and up  
to 15% over the 
next 5 years
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The Build to Rent Market

The BTR sector is now firmly in the 
‘development phase’, with the focus having 
shifted towards construction of schemes 
and existing stock management including 
mobilisation of assets. The British Property 
Federation’s (BPF) latest figures demonstrate 
this shift into the construction phase, estimating 
an impressive 25,665 units completed and 
41,870 under construction. London has taken 
back the majority gain of BTR homes with 
approximately 67,117 in London and 64,738 in 
the regions, with schemes in the regions having 
outnumbered London in Q2 2018.

Recent BTR announcements worthy of mention 
include: TfL has shortlisted Grainger, Greystar 
and Argent Related as strategic partners to 
provide 3,000 BTR homes on 10 identified sites 
around the tube network; investor Barings Real 
Estate has teamed up with Glenbrook on a 
£57M PRS scheme in Cornbrook, Manchester 
with PC expected for October 2020; the JV 
between Muse Developments and the Canal 
and River Trust has agreed a £41M forward 
funding deal with Grainger for its first phase in 
Hale Wharf, Tottenham; and Cording has made 
its third investment in the BTR market with a 
£40M forward funding deal in Warrington; the 
362 unit development being delivered by High 
Street Group follows Cording’s £50M deal in 
Leicester with CODE, agreed in November.

The appetite for ‘second tier’ cities such 
as Glasgow, Leicester, Derby, Nottingham 
and well-connected large towns continues, 
with investors seeking to deploy capital in 
growing locations outside of the core major 
cities. Experience from other stabilised 
schemes is providing the confidence that 
security of income can still be achieved in 
less ‘prime’ areas and stronger yields are 
helping to improve viability in these locations. 
Investors are becoming more comfortable 
with investment pricing being much closer to 
hypothetical sales values which assists with 
viability. This is an important factor in making 
it possible for BTR to work in towns and cities 
with sales values of less than £300 psf.

The widening 
appetite for 
alternative Build 
to Rent products 
means that BTR 
Housing continues 
to grow appeal

5.25%. We are now seeing some incremental 
stabilised asset transactions, which are 
demonstrating potential further premiums to 
development funding yields.

Of note is Moorfield’s newest BTR 
development, The Forge, located in 
Newcastle city centre, which opened 
its doors in October and is managed by 
Allsop Lettings and Management. Lettings 
have been very positive with over 52% of 
phase one units now occupied and rental 
targets exceeded. The release of phase 
two is anticipated for Q1 2019, with new 
reservations already underway. As the BTR 
market establishes itself further, the sector 
needs to continue to build on the data being 
gathered from stabilised schemes and adapt 
the customer service offering accordingly.

The widening appetite for alternative Build 
to Rent products means that BTR Housing 
continues to grow appeal. Locations where 
there is availability of land yet close to a 
good level of amenity including schools and 
transport infrastructure, is important to attract 
the family demographic or those considering 
alternatives to city centre living. Houses are 
the next logical step for residents wanting 
more space and the flexibility and perks of 
living in a well-managed new house, without 
the need to save for a deposit or mortgage.

Yields remain strong for well-designed BTR 
stock in prime, practical locations; in London 
and strong South East locations, Net Initial 
Yields range between 3.25% to 4.00%, 
with a number of major regional centres at 
4% to 4.5% NIY. Secondary locations are 
seeing Net Initial Yields closer to 4.75% to 
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Residential Auctions Market

The year ended on a very positive note despite 
disarray in Westminster and the prospect of a 
no deal Brexit. December’s sale recorded a total 
of £58.4m - up £27% on December 2017 - and 
brought the 2018 residential sales total to £408m 
with 79% of lots sold. The result was down on 
2017’s £425m. Against the background of wider 
economic tremors, we are pleased with the 
outcome. We have outperformed the auction 
industry average success rate of 74%. Traffic 
to our online catalogue has been higher than 
ever before and there has been no abatement 
in interest in the stock that we have selected for 
our market. The overall conclusion from the year 
though is that realistic pricing is paramount.

Forecasting trends for the residential auction 
market and the wider economy over the year 
ahead has never been more difficult. The only 
thing that is certain is more uncertainty. Expect 
the unexpected. At the time of writing, it is not 
unlikely that the terms of Brexit, if it happens, will 
not be settled in the next 12 months. But this is 
an uncertainty that our market has been living 
with for the past two and a half years. In that 
period, the auction room has continued to trade. 
There has been no stagnation, no drop in the 
volume of transactions and no less enthusiasm 
to do business. Sellers will need to respect buyer 
sentiment however, and only realistic pricing will 
see the hammer fall.

The example for effective auction marketing will 
be set by those vendors whose decisions to sell 
are not driven by the need to set aspirational 
reserves, in particular, sellers who have a duty 

We have 
outperformed 
the auction 
industry 
average 
success rate 
of 74%

to achieve best value on auction day but not 
to wait until certainty returns and values are on 
the rise again. Those sellers include housing 
associations, local authorities, public bodies, 
mortgagees and receivers. These lots will 
continue to form the foundation of a good 
catalogue. They will usually be reasonably  
priced and therefore much in demand.

Prospects for moderate to large scale 
development or conversion will be sought 
after. This area will be particularly active when 
underpinned by the potential for implementing 
schemes that serve the relatively stable 
markets of Build to Rent, Help to Buy, co-living, 
affordable housing, student and Houses in 
Multiple Occupation HMOs).
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